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DiBona receives conboveISial awanl
Studef}t body president's ethics questioned as Senate asks him to give up money
scholarship. But DiBona disagrees.
"I applied as a student for a student
STAFF REPORTER
scholarship," he said last week.
DiBona said Sunday that so far he
Student Government Senate passed
a resolution Thursday asking Student has no intentions of giving up the scholBody President Jason DiBona to de- arship.
SG gives out several scholarships a
cline a $1,500 SG scholarship due to a
t:' year, including the Regent's Scholarconflict of interest.
"It;s a matter of ethics," Sen. Ana ship which was awarded to DiBona.
Bugdadi said at last week's ~G meet- The scholarships are funded by activity and service fees, paid for by all
ing.
Senators said DiBona, who is paid students.
An SG scholarship committee set
thousands of dollars a year for his po··sition, should not be entitled to
SG the criteria for the scholarships. DiBona

by Jennifer M. Burgess
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was supposed to serve on the committee but instead designated Student
Body Vice President Mark Dogoli to
replace him.
The SG scholarship committee does
not choose the winners of the scholarships. Instead, a university-wide scholarship committee decides on the recipients.
The only SGmember on the commit-·
tee, Public Relations Director Chri::;
Marlin, withdrew his vote to decide the
winner.
"All I can say publicly is.congratula-
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Despite rain, members of Sigma Chi collected and sorted
suppies for the South Florida victims of Hurricane Andrew
last week. (MlchHI ~FUTURE)

SCHOLARSHIP cc;mtinued page 5

Credit union raises minimum
savings balance 1000 percent
by Zuaelle Ahmed

•

tions to the
winners of
the scholarships," Marlin said Sunday.
DIBONA
The SG
committee
decided the Regent's Scholarship
should be awarded based on involvement as a leader and contributor to
student life on campus.

Savings account mirllmums at
the UCF Federal Credit Union
were raised from $5 to $50, creating an angry stir from some students who saytheirfinancial situation is hard enough without the
credit union making them keep a
higher amount lying around in an
acrount.
Jem Allen, J;D.ember services
manager, said the 1,oOO percent
increase was the decision of the
board of directors. The board researched other credit unions before making the decision, she said
last week.
"Itisnotlikethey're losing$50,"
she said "It is not a fee. The $50
just stays in their account. It collects dividends."
The increased savings will be
an added protection for students
who overdraw on their checking
accounts. If a student writes a
check and doesn't have enough
money in the checking acrount,
money in the savings acrount is
immediatelytransferredtochecking, thus avoiding charges.
Allensaidthatthecreditunion

would be flexible in dealing with
students whose savings acoounts
go under $50; but that ifit was not
eventuallybroughtuptotheminimum, theaccountwouldbeclosed.
Allen would not give a specific
amount oftime that would elapse
beforetheaccountwould be closed.
"It depends," she said
'Thecreditunionismostlyused
for convenience. The increase is
still cheaperthan otherbanks considering that we have unlimited
usage, no per check fee, and no fee

to use the ATM if the on-campus
teller is used," Allen said
Allenadmittedthatsomeofthe
students had complained about
the new policy.
'The amount that I have to
keep in my checking account is
high enough as it is," sophomore
Patricia Baralt said. "I do not see
the need to put an extra $45 in my
savings account when I don't even
use it."
In a checking account, the only

CREDIT continued page 5

Some students are upset about the credt union's savings
account minimum balance increase. (JaonEpelJfUTURE)

SG removes some services from South Orlando branch campus
•

by Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

•
•

After reviewing the South OrJando Campus budget, Student
Govemmentis cutting$15,000in
financial support for the branch
campus.
· Dm Langley, director of campus services, spent about a week
reviewingtheservicesandmadea
recommendation to Student Body

_

_

President Jason DiBona to parti.allyremove SGservices from the
branch campus.
Accordingto the university section size report, 49 classes are
being offered this semesrer on the
South Orlando campus. Ofthe 49
classes,34aretaughtbyvideoand
5 are broadcast on television.
Previously SG provided South
Orlando students with: an updated
jct>placementbulletinboard,photo

_

I.D. and validation services, com- ·
Langley added that the free
puter lab assistance, photocopy- ' phones and the copy services
ing services, free local calls and weretheonlyservicesSGshould
general student assistance.
provide to students at the South
Acrording to Langley, SG was Orlando campus.
providingservicestostudent.sthat
L~ngley recommended to
students' money should not pay DiBona that one person be hired
for.
for 10 hours a week to maintain
"I received the impression thaf .- the copier.
the SG staff was essentially the
"The administration should
administration staff for the cam- be informed to handle their administrativefunctions,"Langley
pus," Langley said

-

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

,

.

said.
According to DiBona, meetings are being set this week for
informing the administration
about the changes.
According to DiBona, student
services forthe branch campus
students will still be available.
""We're going to do the best to
serve the students out there.
We're not just abandoning
them," he said

\ >~·
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EMPLOYERS TO
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PARTIAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS
ADP
AER.OTBK, INC.
AMC THEATRES
AMHRICANFROZHNFOODS
AMHRICAN INCOME UFB INSURANCE CO.
AMERICAN TOURISTHR
ARTHUR ANDHRSBN & CO.
ARTHUR ANDERSBN TAX TECHNOLOOY GROUP (AA'rfO)
AlITO ZONB
BARNBTI BANKS, INC.
BAYFRONT MFDICAL CBNTHR
BOO SBIDMAN
BIZ-TEL
COOPERS & LYBRAND
CUTHILL & BODY, CPA'S
DBLOITTB & TOUCHB
DBPT. OF HBALTH AND REHAB. SERVICES
DBVBRBUX HOSPITAL & CHILDRENS CENTER OF FLA.
DICTAPHONB
B 8t. J OAI.LO WJNBRY
BCKBRDDRUO
F.8.1.

F.N. WOLF 8t. CO.
FBDERAL BURBAU OF PRISONS
FBDHRAL DBPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK
FLORIDA BNOINHERHD CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
FLORIDA HOUSH OF RHPRHSBNTATIVF.S
OBNERAL MILLS RESTAURANTS, INC.
OTB DATA SYSTEMS
HARCOURT BRACH JOVANOVICH, INC.
HARRIS ELBCTRONIC SYSTEMS SECTOR
HILTON AT WALT DISNBY WORLD VILl.AGB
HOUSTON'S RESTAURANTS
INFOSOURCB, INC.
JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL SERVICES
KMART CORPORATION

KMART FASHION
KEMPER NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANI~
KFC NATIONAL MANAOHMHNT
K.PMG PEAT MARWICK
KRG&G
M.~. INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MAYNARD HLECTRONICS
MEWISCO
NAVAL TRAINING SYSTEMS CHNTHR
NA VY COMPTROLLER PROORAM MANAGEMENT OFFICB
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL UFB
NOVA CARE, INC.
OFFICB OF THB AUDITOR OHNERAL
ORANOE l..AKH COUNTRY CLUB
ORLANDO UTILITIES
PEACH CORPS OF THB UNITBD STATBS
PHYSICIAN SALES & SHRVICB
PITNBY BOWES
RADIO SHACK/TANDY CORPORATION
ST. PAUL FIRE AND MARINB INSURANCB COMPANY
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
STATISTICA, INC.
SUNBANK OF TAMPA BAY
SUNBANK, N.A.
T W SERVICES, INC.
U.S. CUSTOMS - OFFICE OF BNFORCBMHNT
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATB
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAOBMBNT
UARCO, INC.
UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICB
UNITED STATF.S NAVY OFFICER PROORAMS
UNITED TELEPHONE OF FLORIDA
VISTANA RESORT
WALLACH COMPUTER FORMS
WALT DISNBY WORLD CO.
WALT DISNHY WORLD DOLPHIN HOTEL

PROFESSIONAL A ITIRE RECOMMENDED

SPONSORED BY THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT JIM GRACEY

* ADMIN 124 * UCF-2361
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· UCF almnna grabs victmy

in Democratic primary
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

by Ann Marie Skes
STAFF REPORTER

Brevard and Osceola counties
have been good to a UCF alumna
UCFgraduatePatriciaGrogan
hassecuredherpositionasaDemocratic candidate for Distnct 18 of
the Florida Senate, which covers
mostofBrevardand Osceola counties. InNovembershe'Urunagainst
the winner of the Republicans'
run-off election---either Shirley
Baccus or Bob Allen, also UCF
grads.

Having captured 64 percent of
the Democratic votes for District
18, Grogan defeated Democratic
running mate Bob Nabors last
week.
Grogan,29,graduatedfromThe
American University with a
bachelor's degree in science, and
obtainedamaster'sdegreein pub-

lie administration from UCF in
1990.
Politically active for more than
10 years, Grogan managed her
first political campaign at 19. It
was for John Vogt, who ran forand won - a seat in the Florida
Senate.
Grogan seived as a legislative
assistant to st.ate Rep. Hany C.
Goode Jr., until she decided to run
for office herself.
When incumbent Sen. Bud
Gardner D, announced he would
not run for reelection, Grogan
watched She watched to see the
different candidates begin to toss
their hats in the election ring. And
she didn't like what she saw.
"I knew I couldn't just watch
and complain about the situation.
I kiiew I should do my part,"
Grogan said last week.
Grogan said she feels that her
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Brevard County Supervisor of Electionsand UCFstudentShirley Baccus will
face former UCFStudentBody Vice President Bob Allen in theOct.1 run-offelection
to determine the Republican candidate for
Florida Senate District 18.
Baccus, 63, attended Brevard Community College, the University of
Florida, the University of Pittsburgh
and is working on a bachelor of arts in
public administration at UCF.
Baccus said that her position as supervisor ofelections in Brevard Cowitymakes
her the better candidate.
"My experience as manager in a bureaucratic system will allow me to bring
expertise to the field," she said
If elected, Baccus plans on working on
t.ax reforms for the poor, health care and
environmental issues.
Fiscal responsibility will be a main
objective for Baccus.
"I plan to hold down taxes and to find
waystoeliminatewastefulspendingwhen- .

GETTING IN GEAR

•

"/knew I
should do my
part."

position as Goode's assistant enabled her to communicate with
• Patricia Grogan
area residents and state agencies
SENATE CANDIDATE
on a regular basis. She believes
the experience has given her a
grasp of her constituents' needs.
Grogan said too many candidates today have special interest door for two months, spreading
groups backing them. She thinks the word about Grogan.
this factor contributed to her
Grogan said her number one
competition's ability to raise more priority will be changing the way
money than her.
Florida spends money. She wants
'Tm not anybody's candidate," to see more funding for '<pro-acshe said.
tive" programs like preventive
Grogan added that in her expe- health care and education.
riences, special-interest candiA former American governdates have had problems balanc- mentteacheratBrevard Commuing a variety of issues effectively. nity College, Grogan is concerned
UCFstudentDavidMann, who about Florida's education system,
is managing Grogan's campaign, higher edumtion as well as K-12.
explained that to combat their
"We can't forget about high&r
opponent's monetary advantage, edumtion," she said 'That's where
Grogan's supporters took to the the workforce-comes from. It's the
streets. Supporters went door to critical thinking and professional

GROGAN
training that will make the difference in the economic community
and the lives of individuals."
She said Florida needs to plan
ahead in its spending, ratherthan
resortingtoreactivespendingtechniques when budgets fa11 short.
Grogan said Florida should rethink its position of luring com.mercialinvestorswithcheaptaxes.
She added that infrastructure planning and strong educational foundations form a lucrative combination that has
proven effective for other states
and should prove beneficial to
Florida.

.Baccus and Allen will compete in October runoff
by Aosl>el Monserrate

•
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ever possibl~," she said Earlier, Baccus
told The Orlando Sentinel that she would
.like to do this by concentrating on election
reforms including eliminating a second primary, prohibiting general revenue to fund
campaignsandremovingreapporlionment
from legislative decision making. She also
wants the state to review special interest
sales tax exemptions.
For higher education, Baccus plans touse
tax dollars more efficiently and to bring
education tothepeoplethroughbranch campuses. Baccus· supports branch campuses
since some students cannot affonl the travel
expenses or the living costs on the main
campus. "Firstwe need tofundschoolsforthe
studentsandnotforbureaucraticprograms,"
she said. Another priority for Bareus is to
work on crime control and to protect victims'
rights. Allen, 33, received an associate of
science degree from Valencia Gnnmunity
College. Before transferring to Florida State
University to earn adegree in multinational
business operations, Allen was a political
sciencestudentatUCF, Wherehealsoserved
on the editorial board ofl'he Central Florida
Future.. Allen has held numerous positions,
......

having served as cabinet aide to Florida
Agricultmal Commisffioner Doyle Conner,
~stant to the Florida Secret.my of Commerce'Lt. Gov. Wayne Mixon and assistant
to state Rep. Fran Carlton. He also seived in
the Florida Department of Commerce Bureau of Industrial Development.
Allen , who is president of an economic
and aerospace development firm, remains
active in the community today through his
membership on the Board of Directors of
the World Trade Center in Miami and the
Florida Council of International Development. He is also the executive director ofthe
SpaceCoastDevelopmentCommission,and
he sits on a committee with Governor Chiles
to grant Florida universities research and
development grants. "I have eurrent and
much more broad experience [than Baccus]
on the issues that will be facing a Florida
senator," Allen said
Allen said, he is well aware of wasteful
spending in Tallahassee. He wants to cut
spending in the state government and to
reform the tax system.
"We need to send our tax money to the
local schools and classroom teachers and

_

take it away from the bureaucrats and extra
coordiriators in Tallahassee," Allen said
With Florida's large population, Allen
said, the state needs to have four top colleges as a minimum. Allen is a proponent of
increased funding for schools.
Allen said his specialty is saving and
creatingjobs, especially high-tech ones. He
wants to attracthigh-payingjobs to Florida
to increase economic development.
LastweekAllen received an endorsement
from Rod Borum, who also ran for Republican candidate in District 1800twas defeated.
Allen considersthisapowerful endorsement.
"Osceola and Brevard counties need a
new fresh face in politics, and Bob is not an
incumbent;heisnotanofficeholder,"Borum
said Sunday.
Borum said that he feltAllen was the best
qualified, and that he liked Allen's views.
"He is conseivative both in philosophy
and practice," Borum said.
The winner of the run-off election will
run against Democrat Patricia Grogan
in the general elections Nov. 3 for the
District 18 seat which covers Osceola
and Brevard counties.

Senate confirms justice
by Jennifer M. Burgess
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rEdward Garcia was oonfinned as a Judicial ".!.;§ ";,>'(
Council justice at the SG Senate meeting Sunday. , ' :5tudcn t
Garcia is a recent transfer student from
Government
Hillsborough Community College, where he was a
senatormaintaininga3.6 GPA He was recommended by the Elections
and Appointment Committee, ·although members noted they were
concerned that he was overqualified and were afraid he wouldn't
complete the two year t.erm.
"I don't think that's a reason to vote down the decision. I think that's
just what the judicial council needs," Garcia said.
"It'sveiyrarethatwehaveahighpowerpersonforajusticeposition,"
said Carlos Davila, chiefjustice of the judicial council
Garcia said that as a justice he would be impartial, responsible and
takeallcondif.onsintoareountwhenjudgingacase.Garciasaidhefeels
a justice is a critical person "who takes into account the situation,
evidence, facts and makes a decision."
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Corrections
,.,

Vincent Williams, a University of Florida student, prepares to race in UCF's first
Autocross Sunday as Christian Bartelt looks on. The race was held by the North
Florida Sports Car Club.(u1c11ae1 o.Hoog1FuTUAEJ

The Orlando Shakespeare Festival's publicity director was incorrectly
quot.eel in Thursday's issue as saying the festival will get full funding this
year. PegJonessaidsheexpect.sthisyear'sfestivalt.ogetmorefundingthan
last year's, but she has not seen the budget for the event.
A headline incorrectly identified Mark St.em as a history professor in
Thursday's issue. He is a professor in the political science department.
A headline in Thursday's issue incorrectly stated that Student Body
President Jason DiBona appoint.eel Student Government colleagues as
members ofthe Parking and Traffic C-ommitt.ee. He has only appointed one
student member t.o the committee.
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Fraternities, industry join forces to reduce DUis
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

Today kicks off a unique beeper program designed to decrease drunken
driving by UCF students.
The UCF Interfratemity Council,
Motorola Communications & Electronics
Inc. and PacTel Paging have worked t<r
gether to form a new program, Greeks Are
Responsible Decision-makers.
PacTel will sponsor the airtime, and
Motorola will provide two beepers to
each fraternity.
These beepers will be manned every
night by two responsible and sober
members of each fraternity between 6
p.m. and 6 a.m.
Each member ofthe fraternities will

'1
~·

be given a laminated card displaying basis last year and met with success. him they may sponsor a 15-s.eat pasthe beeper numbers, and .the members Now, it is in full swing with all the senger van to pick up people too intoxiare expected to call when a safe ride fraternities using it.
cated to drive home.
home is needed.
"Other schools will be monitoring
UCF's Sigma Ch_i chapter already
Motorola is providing
the program this year to has a program in place similar to GARD
the designated drivers ~~~~~~~~~ see whether they should called Sigs With Alternative Transwith T-shirts, allowing
"Other camimplement it," Sandlin portation.
them to be easily recog'// b
said.
Each weekend there are two beepnized when picking up a
puses WI e
"We are the experi- ers manned by members who are remember.
looking ... "
ment, so other campuses quired to stay sober.
"Wearedealingwiththe
will be looking toward
Each person is given a business card
issue of drinking and drivUCF," Sau.dlin said. "This with the beeper ~umber on it and are
ing responsibly, because
·Dan Sandlin is a step-by-step program told to call whenever they are unable to
we know people will be out
IFC VICE PRESIDENT
started by the Greek~ be- drive themselves.
causetheyaresoorganized
drinking and we just want
"The program has been real successthem to arrive home
socially."
ful," Sigma Chi fraternity member
If successful, the program could shift Chris Kingston said.
safely," said IFC Vice President and
into the entire ·ucF community.
program organizer Dan Sandlin.
"There have been no DUis. The
The program was started on a trial Sandlin said that Ford Motor Co. told brothers really take advantage of it."

Optometrists
Pharmacists
Physician
Assistants

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grCM'
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributio_ns
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
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Get over $400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple®Macintosh®computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student
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aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and only at
your authorized Apple campus reseller.

For further information visit UCF Computer Store
next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30 am -4:30 pm Mon - Thurs and Fri 8:30 am -4:00 pm

or call Michael Pridemore at 823-5434
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Appfe Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. Powerllook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. The Random House Encyclopedia is a trademark of
Random House, Inc. American Heritage Electronic Dictionary, Electronic Thesaurus, and Correcr ext<» developed by Houghton Mifllin Company, publisher of The American Heritage Dictionary and Roget's II: The New Thesaurus. CorrecText underlying technology developed by Language
Systems, Inc. Calendar Creator is a trademark of Power Up Software Corporation. ResumeWriter is a trademark of Bootware Software Company, Inc. All produa names are the trademark of their respective holder.;. Offer good on the Macintosh Powerllook 145 4/40 configuration only.
All qualifying computers come preloaded with software and electronic versions of instructions. Disks and printed manuals are not inducted in this offer.
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,._\ir Fora3 ROTC Cadet Benjamin Tabor is oongratulated by
J ohn Hitt at a recent awards ceremony in which several
UCF cadets were honored by the Air Force. (Jason Epe1r1FuTuRE)

CREDIT
FROM PAGE 1
charge is a one-time $5 fee if the
balance falls below $500 at any
time during the month.
Other area banks do not require a savings account in addition to a checking account, but
some do charge more than $5 if a

balance falls below $500 at any
time during the month.
When asked about how she felt
about the new policy, junior Lara
Westrick said, ''I didn't know they
increased it, butfdrather have an
account than no account."
Accounts opened before Aug. 1
haveuntilSeptember 1993tobring
the balance to $50.

SCHOLARSHIP
FROM PAGE 1

1

•

)

There's a lot more than a great
calculat:or waiting for you when
you purchase an HP 48SX or an
HP 488 between June 1, 1992,
and Oct:ober 31, 1992. You'll get:

)

a bonus book that's good for free
software, a free PC link cable
and hundreds of dollars back
on applications-like electrical
and mechanical engineeringmemory cards, training tools,
games, and HP's infrared printer.

Beyond all the bonuses, you 11
have the right calculat:or for
your most challenging classes.
HP 48 calculat:ors have over
2100 built-in functions and
offeT a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.

It's a really big offer. Worth more
than $500. And it's going t:o
make your HP 48 calculat:or even
more valuable t:o you. The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free softwar.e disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily;
do 3D plotting, and analyze
polynomials.

Head over t:o the campus bookst:ore now. After all, you don't
see this kind of deal every day.
HP calculat:ors. The best for
your success.

199"2 Hewlett--Puckard Company

PG12203B

F//dl HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

"Of course he's serving the
students," Bugdadi said. ~He's
being paid to serve the students."
When asked about his salary on Friday, DiBona said he
receives $10,000 a year.
DiBona said that his position as student body president
has given him the opportunity
to be a leader on campus, but
that holding the position does
not guarantee good leadership
skills.
Senators complained that
as student body president,
DiBona serves on many committees, thus increasing his
campus involvement and giving him an unfair advantage.
As part ofhis duties, DiBona
is a member of the Florida Student Association, an organization comprised of the nine student body presidents of the
Florida university system. He
also serves on the Parking and
Traffic Committee.
Not all senators thought
·DiBona should give up the
scholarship. Sen. Scott Fagan
said he feels DiBona is being
discriminated against because
he works for SG.
"If he's the most qualified
student for it [the scholarship],
he should get it," said Scott
Fagan.
DiBona was chosen from a
·pool of seven applicants for the
Regent's Scholarship.
· Other scholarship winners
include Karen E. Molina, who
received the UCF Patriot Schol.arshipfor $800; CharlotteJohnson, who received the Creative
School Scholarship for $800, and
Terri Francis, who received the
Walter Koman ski Scholarship
for $1,000. Francis is a former
SGcultural affairs advocate and
current SGjustice. However, she
had resigned from her advocate
position and was not a member
of SG when she was selected for
the scholarship, Marlin said.
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DiBona proves cynics
right by ~ccepting
scholarship doDars
s the entity on campus that has taken ·
upon itselfthe task ofkeeping an eye on
student government, we would like to
thank Student Body PresidentJasonDiBona
for providing us with a little job security.
DiBona, it seems, is poised to accept a
$1,500 scholarship, the criteria for which
was determined by, of all people, the Student
Government scholarship committee.
Go figure.
Of course, DiBona is downplaying the fact
that as .s tudent body president he is supposed to serve on the very committee that
sets the criteria for the scholarship, saying
he simply applied as a student for a student
scholarship. However, guess who DiBona
appointed to the scholarship committee as
his designee? None other than his runningmate and friend, student body Vice President Mark Dogoli.
Did we mention that until just a few months
ago these two guys were also roommates?
Oh, one more thing: DiBona gets a salary of
$10,000 per year as student body president.
Jon Sargent
Yes, fellow student, that aroma you smell
is fishy indeed.
LOST IN SPACE
Granted, the committee does not actually
ith spray cans in one hand and the bible of
pick the recipient of the scholarship; that is
hypocrisy in the other, environmental exdone by administrators and financial aid
tremists are ushering in a new dawn.
As clouds fold over and borders are set ablaze,
personnel, but c' mon, J asoii, this incident
patterns
of environmental graffiti commun~cate the
simply reeks of conflict of.interest.
sun's blessing.
We would like to know how, in good conA place where psychedelic pigments bum hotter
science, DiBona could accept a scholarship than the sun and logic runs even shorter.
even remotely connected ·to a committee
Such are my sentiments concerning the August 31
within the organization he heads. Say, now article in the· Orlando Sentinel, "Message Is Loud And
there's an interesting word, one that unfor-. Clear: Environmentalists Want Action."
The piece explained how die-hard environmentaltunately seems to be absent from DiBona's
ists are painting and defacing bri~es and businesses
vocabulary: conscience.
with environmental slogans.
,
What is it about politicians that makes
Businesses have even been reportedly set on fire.
Instead of prematurely calling such people inept
them think they can do this type ofthing and
power-lusting
sensation-seekers, it's always more fun
no one should be upset? That's the most
to
examine
the
logic of their intentions or lack thereof.
insulting aspect of this whole sordid affair:
Environmental extremists, for whom the world is
the matter-of-fact attitude DiBona has about not moving backward-fast enough, are unsettled by
it. He says that his position has given him the their la~k of progress
In the Sentinel article, Linda Young, publisher ofthe
opportunity to be a good leader but adds that
Earth Times" said, "There is an ev.er increasing
"Pro
the position itself is no guarantee of good
sense
of frustration among all kinds of people."
le.adership.
Reading further along in the article, we learn that
~n:ier words have never been spoken.
she is "blocking bulldozers and standing firm when
As student body president, DiBona receives threatened with arrest."
$10,000 per year, a sum that surP.asses the · For someone like me who is anti-earth and hates
money made by many UCF students whowo~k everything that lives, this type of response is beyond
belief.
just as hard, 'if not as visibly, as he does.
What this group is advocating is that if you are
Scholarships are supposed help those in frustrated and can't achieve something, you might as
need. And, of all people on campus, DiBona well break the law to get it.
Such behavior undermines the very legal system we
should be trying to instill confidence in studepend
on fot our safety and welfare.
dents about Student Government, instead of
As
a
result of these stunts, the acrobats of fallacy
making it into the standing joke it appears to
hope to raise their voices until the legislature takes
be. Great pains should be taken to eliminate action.
even the slightest hint of impropriety.
But what do you believe a legislator is goingto think
Frankly, for $10,000 a year, we should when his or her district is being Christmas-treed with
· spray paint?
expect (and demand) a lot more.
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Disingenuous affection?
Maybe these clowns think the Supreme Court will
protect their right to paint and blockade businesses
that don't conform to their standards of foolery.
If this kind of extremism continues, they'll be picketing with signs saying SAVE THE FOREST: SAVE
THE UNBORN, DAMN IT.
Even the companies that are destroying the environment will gain sympathy when confronted by such
glassy-eyed individuals.
Unfortunatelyi such behavior destroys a healthy
atmosphere for legitimate business, which provide us
with products we use everyday.
Entrepreneurship and the economy suffer when
one takes an extreme approach toward the environment without balancing the marginal benefits of
industry.
Environmental extremists' approach to a healthier
earth is at best inconsistent. Are not the structures
they paint on in our environment? Are not others
having to pay for the environmental cleanup of slogans
pro~laiming SAVE THE EARTH?
That's absurd.
Environment.al extremists are inept power-hungry
sensation-seekers. Those who get involved in a cause
that revolves so heaVily in their lives will do anything
to protect it.
The idea of power overwhelms the ~nvironmental
ists' good intentions and makes them nothing more
than vigilantes.
They must realize that you can't break the law and
expect others to take you seriously.
Such subversive activities only stigmatize the
respectable environmental groups that are trying to effect genuine change by working within
the system.
Change can sometimes be a slow process requiring
compromise.
It should never be used. as an excuse to torch and
spray paint someone else's property.
If environmental extremists don't respect property
and gain the confidence of the voices of influence they
seek, how can we expect them to respect our interests
or those of the envi:ronment7
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Those who hate reveal their own insecurities
actions constitute discrimination and/or harassment Cer- Racists breed racists. Such people need to take a long, hard
tainly, many people feel that their "nigger" and "fag" jokes look at themselves before daring to judge others due to
are hannless.
pigment.ation.
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
Many feel that ehasing a woman around in a drunken
Sexual discrimination and harassment also reveals the
stupor is accept.able behavior. These actions are neither insecurities of those oommitting the acts. "Why doesn't
ikemanystudents,Iamnewto UCFand hadnoidea appropriate nor acceptable. Many people I have admon- anyone want to have sex with me? Aren't! a nice guy? Ifshe
ished admit that they did not realize that their jokes doesn't like me she's just a bitch. And look, now some bitch
what to expect.
I have spent the first few weeks familiarizing perpetuate discrimination. Nor do they realize that their has my job!"
myself with the campus and trying to get to know people. lurid remarks are a form of sexual harassment.
Wake up, moron! You can only blame yourself.
But, like it or not, words have power and actions create
I tried to aqjust to student life with as few preconceived
Skin color, gender, and sexual preference do not define
who a person is. They hold very little significance. Why are
notions as possible. Much to my dismay, I encountered reactions.
Perhaps these people don't realize that as they are people so scared of w~t they don't understand? And if
several disturbing situations. What could have possibly
discriminarory toward others, they are revealing the inse- you're insecure enough to discriminate, you need to seek
caught me by surprise, you ask?
curities within themselves. lni;nyexperience,Ihaveknown psychological help to heal your problems. Let everyone else
Well, I'll tell you.
Never have I encountered such high levels of racism, manypeoplewho are violently homophobic.As it turns out, take care of themselves.
sexism, and homophobia as are present at UCF. I have they were actually homosexuals who were unable to deal
As humans we have a responsibility to respect each
heard the words "nigger" and "fag" more times in the past with themselves.
other. Unfortunately, I do not have the solution to the
The~efore, they took their anger out on others. I problem. My article can't change someone's mind Those
week than I have my entire life. I have listened as ex-jocks
talk about women as though they were nothing more than think you will find that to be the case with most overly who do not discriminate will read this article and nod in
homophobic people.
sexual playthings.
agreement, but those who this article was meant for, will
Mos~ people who are racially discriminatory are the probably miss the point entirely and think to themselves
In short, I have been sickened by sophomoric banter.
What enraged me even more is the fact that the students same. They notice flaws within themselves and take that rm an idiot.
But, maybe, just maybe, I can open a few eyes.
are not the only guilty party. I have heard an equal amount their anger out on others who have done nothing to
warrant such actions.
ofhatred from faculty members.
Discrimination can only be ended ifeach one ofus makes.
ltis obvious that such behavior is tau¢itatayoung age. an effort to change ourselves.
I truly believe that many people do not realize that their

LeeGnttman
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On and Off Campus

Elton Bracey
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Latest aborti~ ruling continues sex:ual
By withdrawing from the individual the right to
examine moral considerations and make a choice, as
it did in the Casey ruling, the Supreme Court has
revealed that it suffers a conventional bias. Some
Americans still do not believe th~t women are capable of acting as moral agents. They think that, just
as in the past they were controlled by patriarchal
husbands, women still need patriarchs-in this case
the court-to make the really "big" decisions. The
. court and many legislators feel that a 24-hour "cooling off' period will help a woman regain her senses
and shake off the emotional feebleness so character-

Kirsten Shaw
CAMPUS PRESS SERVICE·

I

s it really a surprise that abortion rights advocates are unhappy with the Supreme Court's
recent abortion decision? True, its ruling Qn
Planned Parenthood v. Casey reaffirmed the theoretical right of a woman to terminate a pregnancy, as
guaranteed by its 1973 Roe v. Wade ruling. For that,
pro-choice activists were expected to be grateful.
But by upholding the so-called "reasonable
restrictions" of the Pennsylvania law, ostensibly seeking political middle ground, the high
court has succeeded only in compromising
women's fundamental rights.
Conservative America has long hailed the
American t:radition of freedom - independence of speech and thought and the liberty to
pursue happiness and enjoy freedom from
state intrusion. Government, it is held, has a
limited role in the life of the individual.
Apparently these freedoms do not extend to
women. Freedom does not seem to include the
right to make decisions about one's own body.
The court's Casey ruling reasserts a
woman's fundamental right to make reproductive decisions and yet simultaneously nullifies that right by insisting that states are
free to enact laws that restrict it- laws that suggest
that women aren't capable of making important
decisions, that they will enter into these decisions
lightly without "proper" state enforced controls.
States are given the freedom to choose to restrict
abortion rights while women are denied that same
freedom. Contrary to that tradition so valued by
Americans, the state thus assumes the role of moral
deliberator that has historically been left to the
individual. Does the state pretend to possess a loftier
understanding of when abortion is moral and when
it is immoral?
• •
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istic of her sex. But does anyone really believe that
without such a state mandate, a woman will not
pause to consider her options? Presumably the court
feels the 24 hours and a state-contrived lecture by
her doctor will set her straight.
Given that the state does not trust individuals to
weigh moral and practical altern-atives in such a
situation, it is astounding that it allows individuals
to bring children into the world without restrictions!
By leaving it to a majority of mostly male lawmakers in each state to decide how to restrict a woman's
constitutional right to control her reproduction, the
I

I

uI ;
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court has created the probability that most will
legislate discrimination. By encouraging state regulation, the court has demonstrated that while Roe v.
Wade supposedly guarantees a woman's constitutional right to make reproductive decisions, all women
in America are not equal.
When, due to burdensome restrictions, it becomes
virtually impossible to get an abortion in one state,
a wealthy, mobile woman fs still free to cross state,r
even national, boundaries to exercise her rights .
Poor women are not as mobile, and neither are
women with abusive husbands or parents. Their
rights are effectively denied them by practical
circumstance and, more importantly, by the
failure of their state government to preserve the
rights of all its citizens regardless of their race,
religion, sex, or socioeconomic condition.
While women in the rest of the developed
world enjoy virtually unhindered access to abortion and autonomy over their reproductive lives,
the rights of American women remain at the
whim of a court which doubts even their ability
to behave as rational adults.
The Republican Party's 1992 platform agenda
clearly expresses its intent to seek a constitutional
amendment to ban legal abortion altogether. And
while the Democratic platform supports choice,
individual members ofCongress supply mostly lip
service in the fight to preserve abortion rights.
If American women want to ensure that
their reproductive rights are restored and safeguarded once and for all, they will have to announce
that decision on Nov. 3 by electing pro-choice candidates, including many more women, to the House
and Senate and to the White House.
If the current Congress is not afraid to approve
anti-choice appointments to the Court, and the president is not afraid to trumpet his opposition to women's
reproductive rights, perhaps a congress truly representative of the American people would not be afraid
to safeguard a right the overwhelming majority of
Americans want protected.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Congrats to our new Chancellor, Chad
Amerson. iUn also wants to thank Dr.
John Hitt for his speach on Thursday.
Keep up the recruiting effort. We only
have one week left.
ALPHA DELTA Pl
for soma great socials!
Thanks to
We • our ALPHAS, the best girls
around. Congrats to all fraternities on a
great RUSHf We stand out above the
rest cause Mn is the best.

facilities, tennis+ more. Available Oct
Call Vicky at 380-153 f.
Female roomate wanted. Nonsmoker.
Furnished bedroom $250 per month
plus 112 utilities. 4 miles from UCF. Pool
& rec. area acess. Call anytime 2735840.
3 bedroom 2 bath $250/mo + part utilities. Univ. Blvd. & Goldenrod. Call Bill
at 277-7717.

r.x

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
PSE, a professional business frat. Open
to all majors; get experience, involved,
service projects, socials. Come to
Orientation Sept. 16 UDR 7:30 pm!
Don't settle 4 less. Join the Best!

CLUB INFO
Clinton/Gore in '92
Are you a student for Clinton/Gore?
Join UCF College Democrats Tues.
6pm SC 214 or call Holly 658-0881.
Attention all divers! Lets get together
and re-activate the UCF Dive Club or
lats go diving! Please call me at
678-9319 Aboud.
Stop by and meet Golden Key Honor
Society members Wed. on green, Thurs.
and Fri. in front of library (9:00-4:00)
Come and see what we are all about
during our campus awareness week.
Golden Key NHS campus awareness
week is currently in progress. Info
tables will be at the library on 9/10 and
9/11 from 9-4 pm to answer questions.
New & old members, as well as any
curious folk,· are welcome to stop by
and say hello.

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246
Apt for rent 2/2 Great location, walk tQ
UCF, oversized bedrooms, w/d, ceiling
fan, $450/mo call Jerry 321- 7343 or
643-3320 beeper.
*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent, walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865
UCF/Tuscawilla Area Large bedroom
with pvt bath, king waterbed, huge
closets. Spacious split plan, unique exec
home surrounded by trees. Phone,
washer/dryer; convenient UCF. Atty
seeks responsible, independent, ani~al
loving person, female preferred. $295
plus 1/4 utilities. Great opportunity.
366-6979

FOR SALE
486-SX 25MHz IBM clone, 130MB HD,
4MB RAM, 1.2 or 1.44 FD, color VGA
monitor, tower case, mouse $995. Call
677-1121.

Commordor 64 computer with disk drive,
color monitor, printer, etc. $600 obo.
Call Emma 366-8989.
Solid light box dining table & four chairs.
Bought $1100. Sell for $500. Country
style 823-5393 or 240-5275.

Servers wanted for dinner at sorority
house. Call 9-5 Mrs. Singer 273-2603.
Meals provided in return for service.

3br/2ba 1 1/2 mi. from UCF $99,500
657-6737.

Univega 1Os pd. bicycle xlnt cond. inc.
lock new tires. Call Michael 249-3920.
Zenith color monitor & keyboard $125
273-7043.
.
·For sale-super single waterbed $40 Call
380-6301.
For sale-full size waterbed excellent
cond. mirror headboard $120 obo Call
382-3864.

Female to share 212 apt. $250 + 1/2 utilities. Own room + bath. Pool, laundry

Five years typing for UCF students.
Call Nancy 740-5592.
The Word Processors-Typing Service
Qua~ty work at reasonable rates.
Call 366-0454 or 384-6071.

TUTORS
Pre-divinity school students
tutorial classes in Hebrew
$3.00 per hour to reinforce and
perfect your classroom work
Call 262-2033.
Attention ESUlntemational students: Do
you need professional help passing
English I, II, speech, or the English
grammar/essay portion of the CLAST?
I have 8 years experience tutoring and
teaching English grammar, writing, and
speaking to international college
students; a master's in English ed; and
have scored CLAST. Dawn Taylor,
407-323-6095. $25 per hour.

Telephone sales reps-Ticketmaster.
Clear, pleasant speaking voice.
Excellent communication skills. Will
train. Bilingual a Plus. Apply at 225
E. Robinson St. #355 9-5 Mon-Fri.
Help wanted-earn up to $500 per week
assembling in-demand products in your
home. No experience. Info 504-6461700 Dept. P307.

ACCOUTING TUTOR
ALL LEVELS:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

SERVICES
AUTOS
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 ext S-4628
1988 Ford Escort Wagon. Well
maintained. Excellent condition. A/C, 4
speed, $4000 or best offer. Call
886-9316.

1

Laura's Typing SVC Wordperfect 5.1
free pickup+ del notary 696-2611

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5418
$22.17hlr professional company seeks
students to sell popular college Mparty"
t-shirts (includes tyedyes) Choose from
12 designs. 1991-92 average $22.17/
hr sales over twice average first month.
Orders shipped next day. Work on
consignment wino obligation or
purchase for $5.95-up (VISA/MC
accepted)
Call
free
anytime
1-800-733-3265

-STUDENTSBUY OR SELL GOOD CLEAN
FURNITURE ALWAYS FAIR PRICES
WE ALSO OFFER SMALL MOVING
OR DELIVERY SERVICES 359-8888

FREE
Golden retriever-spayed femaleNeeds companionship. FREE to right
person or family. 1 1/2 yrs., loves
walks and runs, exceptionally sweet,
shots current. Call 273-9723 Iv msg.

BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP
ON WHEELS
WE COME TO YOUR DORM,
HOME OR OFFICE.
PHONE 699-4400
I

212 apt 1mi from UCF Dishwasher, fans,
washer/dryer $450 365-7532
·
212 1/2 TH in Cambridge Circle, very
close to UCF, fully equipped kitchen,
wash/dry, excellent shape, quiet, must
see, 12030 Tift Circle, call 677-8256

1988 Chevy Cavalier 4 door like new.
PB, PS, cruise, stereo, just tuned, new
brakes, battery, only $4695 869-8160.

212 duplex, wash/dry, shed, driveway,
yard, good cond. Available Sept 1
708-2180.
2 bedroom 2 bath duplex. Walk to UCF.
$460/month. Call 281-6545.

PERSONALS
....

TYPISTS
I

WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATES
FN/S serious minded $300/mo + util
call/ leave message 699-7824

September 8, 1992

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

WORDMASTERS 277·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate

Micki
Happy B'day + year + half
anniversary!
Yes, a year and a half!
Well, hope your can read this since
you're so old!
Love ya lots I
Barry
NT... you are my soul inspiration ... MR.

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735

Don't Boat arunk
/HOPE
SHE DOESN'T
HAVf AIDS!

.(

J>BVAN-EY'S
Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.:
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Qsnter

679-6600

Saturday

ROCKNITE

5 for $5.00
Rolling Rock
Live Rock 9:00 p.m.

Wednesday

33

LITERNITE

oz. for

$2.50
Karaoke

10 .m.

I
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Knights' soccer opens with 4-0
annihilation of Drexel University
UCF played a lot of long balls, which,
according to Coacll Bill Barker, was a reCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
sponse to Drexel's style of play.
The men's soccer team began their seaDrexel played with a flat line defense,
son with a dominating 4-0 victory over trying to trap UCFs forwards offside; but
Drexel University Sunday, showing signs theydidn'thavethespeedforthatstrategy,
ofimprovement over last year's 5-13 team. so UCF played a lot of through passes.
Todd Drum began the scoring for UCF
On defense, UCF let Drexel come fur- ·
about midway through the first halfwith an therupfield before forcing them to push the
assistbyScottBigham. The Knights picked ball through. Sweeper Shailer Bowers
uptheirintensityofplayandcontrolled the played deep enough to prevent any point
rest of the game.
blank shots at UCF goalie Didier Menard
Nine minutes into the second half, Doug
The UCFmen's team will continue their
Ferrario scored with an assist from Rod seas0n today with a 4 p.m. home game
Bitterling. A minute and a half later Scott against Florida Atlantic.
The women's team begins their season
Bigham scored, assisted by Drum.
By the time Jamie Dyson scored the ontheroadthisweekend,playingat UNCfourth and final goal on a pass from Jon · Greensboro on Saturday and North Caro- Tha UCF soccer team dominated Drexel University, both offensively
Brooks,theoutcomewasnolongerindoubt. lina State on Sunday.
and defenively, in posting a 4-0 shutout (Tr11v•rw JohnsontFuruRE>
by Andrew Vamon

USE A LITTLE
RESTRAINT WITH YOUR
KIDS.
Sometimes you just gotta put kids in.
their place, and when you're on the
road, that place is buckled in their own
safety belts, and firmly.
YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY

BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT

Got an opinion?
Get paid for it!
At the Future. we 'II give you more
than a penny for your thoughts. We
arc in need of 1:0111111cnta1y \vritt..·rs as
well as editorial cartoonists. Positions
arc availahk now and in the fall.
If you have an opinion to express. can
write or dra\v, and arc dependable.
call us at 823-6397 or visit our trailer
behind the former art domes off of
Libra Drive.

We' 11 make your two-cents
worth more.

llllllllllllllilllilliiiiiiiiiill-

Volleyball team loses two
of three in Tuscaloosa, AL
mental state and play with more
confidence," Smith said
STAFF REPORTER
Many of the players were
The Lady Knights volleyball nervous for their first college
team finished in a three-way tie game, but had loosened up by
for serond place in their season- the second and third games.
"We were not down to the level
openingtoumamentatTuscaloosa
people expected," junior Lori
last weekend
AfterfallirigtoMinnesota and Klenkesaid "Weplayedwithalot
Alabama: the Lady Knights re- of depth and experience."
Both Smith and the players
bounded to defeat Me_mphis
agree that there are areas which
· "I was
disappointed
with the could use some improvement. .
State
in their
third game.
matchesagainstMinnesotaand
"It was our first mesh in a
Alabama," Head Coach Laura · game setting," freshman Tanya
Smith said. "I am pleased with Guinn said. "We need to work
the win·because this is such a on passing and communication
. young team."
on the court; we are still getting
·
Smith said the win during the used to each other:'
toumamentwillbeverybeneficial
Smith will work with the
to the team in future games.
team on defense and blocking in
'They won against much bet- preparation for tomorrow's
terteamssotheywillhaveabetter match at Stetson .
by Jenni Malone

•

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

FREE SUB
OUTLET ·

Belz Factory
· Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

•

• Live classes vvit:h.
experienced
in.struc~ors

• Hu..n.d.reds of hours of
audio review
available 7 days a
week
•Extensive home
study notes
• No :n.o:n.se:n.se
guarantee
•Industry Leader - 53
years experience
a.n.d over 2 million.
graduates

Famous For Philly Cheese Steaks

679-2448
Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 10 pm Sunday 10 am - 9 pm

The answer to

10042 University Blvd.

273-

Comer of Uri1versity & Dean

•

BUY ONE SUB AND TWO 24 oz. II
~ DRINKS AND GET ONE SUB FREE :

I
I
I

I

(OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE)

I

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

I
I

--

1

~------------~~~~~~------------~

t

r ·he E.n.t.reprene:u.rs. ClubOrientation Meeting for
Prospective Members:

Wedn., Sept. 9 @ 6PM
College of Business
Room 134

<

• Marketing projects
• Speaker's program
• Franchise Conferences

For Info, call ( 407) 299 • 5545
• Learn to start a successful business risk-free • Improve your reswne
• Gain practical marketing, productioo. .X sales experience
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LookinQ f~r st~dents
maJonng in:
Marketing and Advertising - Finance Management - Marketing - sales related courses of
study
for
paid work and experience in advertising .
sales
~
with opportunities for
advancement.

lJCP 0..e ~ 'De4 ,..Bet

xm,hta '71, Bulldop 11
GW
UCF
39
64-461
357
70
17-37-2
2-31
4-2

Fintdowna
Ruaba-yarda
Puain!J

Retumyarda

~6

38:17

Gardner-Webb

7
3

7
23

Benefits include:

UCF
UCF
UCF
G-W

UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF
UCF
G-W
UCF

Scortnc

7 -21
28-71

0
17

311
59
24

Mooit llnt d"'"1a, UCF
Moot llnt d - both tee.ma
Moot ~t dOWill ruahin&. UCF
The Knish1a' s....., Opmiers
1979:
1980:
1981:
1982:
1983:
1984:
1986:
1986:
1987:
1988:
1989:
1990:
1991:
1992:

:u
2.i
0

9
37
22
39

26
17
29
16
16
21
71

0
30
3
16
7
43
37

atSt. Leo

CARSON-NEWMAN•
PRESBYTERIAN
GOEROIA SOUTHERN
ELIZABETH CITY
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
BETHUNE-COOKMAN
TROY STATE
TROYSTATK
GARDNER-WEBB

14

g

21
23
10
10
21

•Game won by forfeit
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Recommended ...
Extra-stength
HP48!
•Graphics

combined
with calculus
like never before
•32 kbytes of
RAM built in

t-Hred31.rlrt'.....-~~~~~~~~~~

ldtes.s~~--------=---~
Qty
sae
21P._ __

newHP48S
FJ:.I HEWLETT

•HP Equation Writer
and HP Matrix Writer
applications

~e;tcreN..nmL_j~~~~~~~~-
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Contact Sharon
Thomas at (407)
823-2601 or stop by
the CFF Business
Office on Libra Drive.

92
!>(tied)
12 (tied)

First Down•

Bob M-Uo lG-run (Grilla lticltl
A-10,286

missions
.I Flexible work
schedule.

71

Mooit point.I, UCJI
Moot point., both te.ma
Mooit toucbdowm, UCF
Mooit toucbcloWDi, both teama

Grilla 22 - FG
Richard Blake 9-run (Grilla kiclt)
RhodM 34 p•a from David BrilJht (Grilla kick)
Blake 66-run (Grilla kick)
Lonnie Cuater 62 pau from Robbie McDonald (Kwaanilt kick)

.t Generous com-

The Fighting Knigh~ defense
allowed only 51 yards on the
ground, forced five fumbles and
intercepted two passes.
The defense remained stingy,
even withthestartersrestingmost
of the second half. "Once we got
into the second -half we were already playing with two's and
three's [second and third stringers]," linebacker Scott Ariail said.
"I wouldn't single out any one
player defensively," head coach
Gene McDowell said. "It was a
team effort."
"We played with a lot ofyoung
kids tonight who hustled an d
fought all night," co-defensive coordinator Ron M<Crone added.

64

Mootruahee

Brett Cooper, 111 p . . from Hinabaw (pua failed)
Co~r 8 paaa fromHimhaw (Grilla kiclt)
Rhoda 7 paaa fromHinahaw (Grilla kick)

~

818
1,1111
Ru~

Sean Odom, 1-run (Andre Kwamrik kick)
Franco Grilla 45 - FG
Grilla38-FG
Gerod Davia, 1-run CJ-• f.ailed)
Patrick Chappell, 63 interception mum (Kwanik kick)
MW Dickimon eo pMI from Darin Hinaba'lf (Davia to David Rilode•)

G-W

The Central Florida
Future, the student
newspaper for UCF,
is current~y seekin
students 1ntereste~
in earning money
vyhile gairnrg pra9-_
t1cal expenence in
the area of advertising sales.

122

Time ofpo111euion

UCF

FROM PAGE 12

Tot.I Otf.aM
Mooit yards pined, UCJI
Moot yards pined, both teams

Penaltiea-yarda

Punta
Fumbler.-loat

I •·

20
22-51
322
19-«-2
9-37
5-4
13-90
21:43

Comp-Att-Int

DAVIS

'lbdollowingmi,I...,amereccrda '"retied er Miin UCF'1 ~71-21
win n. ~-Webb, Sept. 5, 1992:
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INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
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Golden opportunities
are made of silver.

c

t

Golden nursing opportunities
come with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the Air Force shapes a sophisticated m~dical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to ahigher
standard. Discover travel, excitement ...
and the respect you'll know serving your
country as an Air Force
·wt~ officer. See why so many
outstanding nursing pro-

\l

i'

:::r

i i~:·!,_ :, ,: ·<..i :i _y- ~~:s~~~~: ~~~~=: t~f
'~; . V
·Air Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required.
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STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

~y~. '-

".If'

Drop Us A
Letter!

rt3DYONE-------~~
I 6'' Sub at regular price
I
I c;? ET Q NE
With this coupon
I
I 6 Sub of comparable value Alafaya store only I
'jj
@( i I Jf11 I J•\ ~

FR EE •

We're always glad
to get aresponse from
our readers.
Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
University of Central Florid
Orlando,Florida.32817

One coupon per customer please. Not valid
double meat or in c_orrbination with other
rs or specials. Valid through S-14-92

I

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

1

-------------$599
-------------•

With this coupon
Alafaya store only

One coupon per customer please. Not valid
for double meat or in corrbmat10n with other
ers or specials. Valid through S-14-92

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

'

i I J ~ 11 I J•• \

..
1

I

~

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
1RAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOUJTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY ·FRIDAY 8AM-5PM

m
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•
•

•

•
•
Despite missing this reception, senior Mike Dickinson caught four
passes, including a 60-yard touchdown catch. (Trav... Johnson/FUTURE)

•

Friends don't let friends drive drunk.
-

•

•

lando Edgewater High School, and
redshirt freshman running back Richard B!ake went on to eat up the Bulldogs defense on the ground.
"Davis showed us what we knew he
could do," Gooch said. "Blake came in
and had a big game."
Blake finished with 189 yards and
two touchdowns on 18 carries.
The Knights set numerous records
in the game including most yards
gained by the offense (818), most points
(71), most touchdowns (tied, 9) and
most first downs (39).
Head Coach Gene McDowell was
happy with the win but pointed out
that mistakes which were made have
to be corrected.
"We made a lot of mistakes that I am
very unhappy with," McDowell said. "If
we want to win next week (against
Bethune Cookman) we had better do
something about them."

EVER GET SOMEBODY TOTALLY WASTED?

•

•

form on UCFs next possession when he
hit Mike Dickinson for a 60-yard TD pass
to make the score 20-14.
The next time UCF had the ball
Hinshaw rolled to his right and connected with Bret Cooper on a 19-yard
TD pass that put the Knights up 26-14
at the half. The Knights were twice
unable to convert two-point conversions in the first half.
UCF turned it on in the second half,
outscoring the Division II Bulldogs 45-7.
Hinshaw added two TD passes to Cooper
and David Rhodes for eight and seven
yards, respectively.
Hinshaw completed 14 of 33 passes
for 233 yards and 4 TD's before leaving
the game for freshman back-up quarterback Mike Jordan.
Davis, a true freshman from Or-

11

For AU Your
~ye Care Needs.

Public Speaking
Group Interaction
Leadership
Responsibility

• •

• Complete Eye Exams
• Contact Lenses
• Prescription Glasses
• Sunglasses

These qualities are needed for every major!
Develop the skills, and have
at the same time!
UCF Recruitment Volunteers aid the recruitment
process. If you're interested in .UCF Recruitment,
pick up an application in the Recruitment Office,
Administration Bldg., 1st floor, rm. #144.

fun

200/o OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS
2911 Red Bug Road •Casselberry• (407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted

•

•
•
•
Trek bikes ore reduced to the guaranteed lowest prices of the year.
In order to make way for the 1993 line, every '92 Trek must go.
Come in and see the sole of the summer.
'

~~\\

•
•

•

Trek 7000 Aluminum Mountain Bike

Bri~ your bike to tl)e BIKE WOJIKS •

ll)ObHe repair service Every WedQeSday aaoss frOll) tbe
Wild Pizza-OCF call)pus

•

•
Open 365 Days A Year
Mon. - Fri. 5:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

r
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-~-........ts win big in season.opener

UCF sets nine records
against Gardner-Webb

F;e'shman tailback
Gerod Davis honored
as player of the game

by Glenn carrasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

The UCF Knights football team overcame opening game jitters and enjoyed
bittersweet success when they demolished the Garder-Webb Running Bulldogs, 71-21, Saturday night in front or
10,286 fans in the Citrus Bowl.
"We had some mistakes but that will
happen in the first game,"-UCF quarterback Darin Hinshaw said. "The important thing is that we pulled together and
came out with the win."
On their opening drive, the Knights
marched 55 yards but were denied when
Willie English fumbled at the Bulldog 2yard line.
The Knights' second possession ended
with H~shaw throwing an interception
at the Bulldog 24-yard line that was
returned to the UCF 3-yard line. The
Bulldogs converted with a 1-yard plunge
by running back Sean Odom, putting
Gardner-Webb up 7-0.
The Knights answered with a 41-yard
drive, capped off by a 45-yard field goal
from Franco Grilla at 5:52 of the first
quarter. Grilla got UCF back in the
groove, adding a 38-yards with 11:24
remaining in the second quarter.
UCFs defense held firm after that.
Travis Johnson picked offBulldogs' quarterback John Craven on the Bulldogs'
next possession. The Bulldogs offense
didn't score for the rest of the first half,
punting three times and fumbling once
on their next four offensive possessions.
The Knights enjoyed an ironic success
on the ground, pounding out 188 yards Tailback Gerod Davis stepped in for an injured ~illie English and
rushing in the first half, but lost senior paved the way for a 71-21 rout of the Bulldogs. (Travers Johnson/FUTURE)
running back Willie English for the sea- glish had suffered ligament damage to
Davis mashed out a 67-yard gain to
son to a knee injury. .
his knee.
setup his 1-yardTDplungeat 7:55ofthe
On the last play of the first quarter
"It's a very unfortunate thing because second quarter, putting UCF up 12-7.
English ran up the middle and cut to this was going to be Willie's year," runThe knights did allow the Bulldogs'
avoid a defender, but his knee gave out. ning backs' coach Alan Gooch said. He'll defense to score when Hinshaw was
"Iheardapop,"English said. "Nobody be back (next year)."
picked off by defensive lineman Patrick
hit me; my knee just didn't move when I
English has one remaiq.ing year of Chappell. He rumbled 53 yards for a
did. 1 was in shock."
eligibility ifhe is redshirted this season. touchdown that temporarily gave the
. Th~ entire Citrus ~owl crowd was in • Freshman running back Gerod Davis lead back to the Bulldogs, 14-12 with
d~s~hl~~hen Eng~ish was help~d off steppedintoreplaceEnglishandsparked 2:59 left.
t e ie · magnetic resonance imag- the Knights with 152 yards on 18 carries
Hinshaw then returned to preseason
ery test on Sunday revealed that En- and caught 2 passes for 35 ;rards.
WEBB continued page 11

by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

In a football game with a 50-point differential, it's difficult to determine which two
athleres played thebiggest role in thevictoiy.
Every player contributed, even the
Gardner-Webb players, who fumbled five
times, threw two interreptions and gave up
98 yards in penalties.
The game started off sloppily for the
Knights, both offensively and defensively, as NAIAmember Gardner-Webb
forged a 14-9 lead with 2:59 left in the
second quarter.
Tomakematteraworse,theKnigh~

suffered a tremendous blow during the
second quarter when their st.ar running
back and preseason All-American Willie
English left the game with a knee injury.
That's when true freshman Gerod
Davis stepped in and sparked the
Knight offense, paving the way for an
easy victory and earning him offensive
player of the game honors.
Davis gained 186 total yards, including
151 on the ground with 18 carries, scored
one touchdown andaddedarunof67yards.
.English, who holds UCFs single-season
rushing record, sustained an injury U> his
right knee was lost for the season due U>
ligament damage.
"It hurts real bad," English said "I heard
something pop when I tried to cµt"
"If English is unable to play this year,
I am ready to step up and be the number
one guy," Davis said.
The 5-ft., 11-in., 260-lbs. Davis, who
played his high school football at Orlando
Edgewater, was recruited by Tennessee,
Tulane and Temple, but chose UCF because he wanted to be closer to home.
"Ifl'm out, I think he'll step up and
do the things that I would have done,"
English said.
Although Davis seemed to be a clear cut
favorite for offensive player of the game,
defensively there was none; the defensive
player of the game honora go to the entire
defensive squad

STAFF REPORTER

Disks were flying all over the intramural fields this weekend as the 11th
annual Sinkhole City Classic, an Vltimate Frisbee tournament hosted by
the Orlando Ultimate Frisbee Club,
came to the UCF campus.
The Classic attracted some of the
top teams in the country to participate
in the 20-team men's and women's
Labor Day weekend tournament.
Teams came from as far north as
Knoxville, Tennessee and as far south
as Miami to partake in the Southeast
Regional championship.
UCFs team, Dogs of War, is composed of current students, graduates
and members of the Orlando Ultimate
Frisbee Club.
The Dogs of War, which claimed
they would employ a suffocating defense, dirt and general mayhem on

their opponents, won four offive games
in the tournament.
· Ranked as one ofthe top 40 teams in
the nation, they came into the tournament as the fourth seed, and finished
third, leaving with fifty dollars.
They defeated each team in their
pool which included teams from Knoxville, Atlanta and Sarasota, by a combined score of 68-29.
Then they had to face the Miami
Refugees, the fifth ranked team in the
nation and the winners of last years
Sinkhole Classic, and lost 19-9.
"We are happy with the way the
tournament went, but we don't play for
third place," said UCF Ultimate Frisbee
Club president and tournament director Bob Carroll.
The finals pitted Miami against ·
Gainesville Vicious Cycle, with Miami
winning the championship 19-13 and
claiming the $200 prize money.
"Th9se two teams are great," UCF

senior Dave Galluger said. "They're in
a league by themselves."
Natio~al competition in ultimate
frisbee is set up with sectional tournaments held within five regions of the
country. The national championships
bring in two teams from each region
with a third team coming from the
bigger regions.
The Sinkhole Classic is an annual
independent tournament which began
in 1981 and was played beside a gigantic sinkhole which swallowed a house,
swimming pool and a couple of sports
cars in Winter Park.
The players would like to see Ultimate Frisbee continue to prosper and
spread throughout c~llege campuses.
"We would love to have more students out here playing," Galluger said.
"But we all work and have busy schedules, so we don't have enough time to
set up a table here on campus and
recruit players."

•
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DAVIS continued page 10

UCF places third in frisbee Sinkhole Classic
by Jason Lesko

<

f

UCF's Dogs of War fell 19-9 to
champ Miami. (Trv•rs JohnsontFUTUREJ
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Elvis Museum: Attracts visitors
from all corners of the globe
When one thinks of the Central Florida
area, visions of Disney World, the movie studios
and the water theme parks come to mind. I have
yet to hear someone tell me: "I came here to see
the Elvis Presley Museum."
Yes it's true, folks. Central Florida has its
own piece of the 'King.'
Nestled in the back of Old Town Plaza in
Kissimmee, under a red a~ blue neon sign is a
small collection of Elvis' clothes, jewelry and cars.
The front of the museum is actually a gift
shop. It contains a generous assortment of Elvis
memorabilia: books on his life, shot glasses,
lapel pins, magnets, t-shirts, key chains and
bumper-stickers, etc.
My favorites were the Elvis bed ruffle
with his gold albums patterned on it and the .
hologram of Elvis' face in a pendant necklace.
Once inside the actual museum, you will
see four cars in the middle of a large room,
surrounded by large glass cases along three walls.
The first car is a 1976 Elvis Presley Gold
Crest Cadillac. Next to it is a 1969 Mercedes
600 limousine which Elvis bought on December,
5 1970. Elvis gave it to Jimmy Velvet, his
personal friend and general manager of the
museum. The title of the car still remains in Elvis'
name.
The most impressive automobile is the
white 1966 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud Ill. It also
had been owned by Michael Landon, Charlie
Rich and Charly McClain.
·
For some strange reason the museum
also houses "Herbie" - The Original Love Bug of
Walt Disney fame. The car steers with its rear
wheels. You have to call Disney to get the
answer on that one.
Along the first wall of the museum is

an arrangement of orange and
white baroque furniture from a room
in Elvis' Beverly Hills mansion. It was
removed when the Presleys had the
house redecorated. Their cook was
given a large wooden hanging light
painted gold and white. It hung in
the master bedroom. The next
room was an eclectic display featuring a sequined orange, yellow and
gold suit next to one of Elvis' guitars.
Behind them there was a television
from the jungle room at Graceland
and a peculiar looking life-sized set
of dolls representing the Big Bad
Wolf and the Three Little Pigs?
A small table displayed birth
certificates of Elvis (misspelled "Evis"
by the doctor) and his twin, Jessie
Garrison Presley, who died at birth.
The next stop is at a room
displaying a 14kt. twenty dollar gold
bezel with 18 matching diamonds and
gold rope chain. Accompanying it was

EMs museum displays rock-n-roll king's stage clothes along
wtth other varied memorabilia (Mure~ames evans)

a picture of Elvis sometime in his jelly
doughnut years, adorned with this monster of a jogging outfitswom by his bodyguards and road crew.
Everywhere in the museum there are
necklace. The room also contained his specportraits of the superstar painted by his fans
tacular orange and blue jogging suit.
The most impressive artifact found in the from around the world.
A set of China used by "The Kfng" sits
museum was the original Thunderbird cape and
matching concert belt. The cape is emblazoned on his favorite breakfast stand. The very thought
with silver, gold and ruby studs in the shape of of his lips touching a tea cup which was only two
feet away was exhilarating!
a fiery bird of prey, wings outstretched.
Now, visiting this museum is nothing
A most glorious example of Las Vegas
Elvis, the Elvis that many people feel should close to Graceland but it's a bargain for four
dollars and a great place to hang out and meet
have won the stamp contest.
The museum also houses some more of people from around the globe.
• james evans
his 70s styled necklace pendants, rings and

Tvvin· Peaks: Fire Walk Wd:h Me
David Lynch's eerie prequel
David Lynch isafilmmakerVvhothrives thought I was going to see a comic
on bizarre characters, and even more mystery. They gqofio/ investigate the
bizarre situations (complete v-v;th their murderofTeresa Banks andthen Lynch
faux eroticism, excessive violence and removes them from the script to focus
disorder), and, of course, utter confu- on the Laura Palmer character.
LruraPalmerisnoordinaryhigh ochcd
sion. Wrth the exception of "The 8epiantMan," everysiajeooeoflynch's student. When we first meet her, she
films, "Wild At. Heart," "Eraserhead" appearsasthebasicrun-of-the-mill beauand "Blue Ve~t. "- have had those tiful OOmecomingqueen. Thehigischool
characteristics. "T'Win Peaks: Fire Walk lx>ys fantasize about herand she knoNs
Wrth Me," his newest project, does not it; she takes advantage of them by using
her sexuality to obtain her needs.
stray from his usual foonat.
"Twin Peaks" is the prequel to the
As Lynch probes deeper into her
television show of the same name and, character, vve found out that Laura is not
since I rarely watched ~ shoN, I was as innocent as first perceived. She is a
prepared to be oompletely perplexed by heavy cocaine addict and a nymphomathe plot -Wiich I was. But Ialso found it niac, and because of these traits, she is
to be an entertaining experience.
also qt.ite insecure and pararoid. She
"Twin Pea~: Are Walk Wrth Me" uses sex to get cocaine to help her
tells the story of Laura Palmer CSheryi forget Wlo she is and Wio the public
lee) and the events leading up to her believes she is: T'Win Pea~'~
death - the event that began the tele- ing queen. She seems to try to shatter
vision show. The film begins Vvith the her public image of herself every pos-

Laura palmer (Sheryl Lee, L) and Dale Copper (Kyle Mad..auchlan, R) in a
eerie same ci.Jring the dimax of ... Fire Walk With Mecc:oum.y1newineonema)

murderofa lonernamecf Teresa Banks.
The FBI is called to the case and two
agents, singer Ouis Isaak and Keifer
Sutherland, are sent out to investigate
the murder. As a pair, they give the
opening quarter of the film an unex~ed comedc lift. For some time, I

G

sible moment she can. For example,, to
obtain hercocaine, sheallONS herdealer
to use her sexualo/ so that he 'WiH realize
hoN low her standards are. She even
resorts to prostitution.
TWIN PEAKS continued page F3
r.
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v.umen cr1d children that seem
to have some connection~
the v.urld in Laura's dreams -

TWIN PEAKS
FROM PAGE F2

Of course, David Lynch has areckurtaned roomVvtthablock
to heiglten the plot a ritt1e ~ and white zigzag floor ~ a
obscurities, otherwise this
'v\Oli:J not be a "David Lynch
Rim." He gives Laura nightmarish delusions of a man named
800, ascruffy-looking biker, that
has been sneaking intoherbedroom at night since she was
twelvetorapeher..AJso, thereis
the introduction of acult'Nith old

mdgetkeeperthatspeaks00ckwards. And, of course, there is
Laura's ever growing fear of her
father, Leland, played by Ray
Wise, who's insanity increases
as the film continues.
Thefilmdoeshaveonemajor
problem and that is its i1conr
pleteness. As the moviecontin-
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finaJfyg:>ir1Jtohelplaura, Doma
is dropped from the story. Another character is James
(James Marshall>, Laura's secret boyfriend, who loves her
very much, and she loves him,
but he is all but absent from her
feelings and the movie.
Laura's character is also
somevvnat incomplete. At one
moment she will be a strong-

into a weak-willed junkie willing
to die to appease her addiction
for cocaine. Then the next
minute, she vviO become a sol>
binginsecurementalwreck. ltis
not these different phases she
goes through that I found oothersome, but her uneven trans~
tion between them. This does
not help the viewer to discover
who Laura really is. It ooly tells
wiled~iacprootitute, us that Laura is not innocent,
confident of her every thought. which is the impression }'QlJ
The next minute she will tum received from the instant she
appears in the film .
Lynch also adds numerous
amounts of cameos of such
Student Special
well
known personalities as
Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance • Patio/Porches o Tennis
David BoMe and Harry Dean
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!
Stantoo (of ".AJien ") to help us
try to decipherthe strangeness
of Twin Peaks, but ttey only
prove to be useless and in&
evant to the plot. adding only to
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4
thevieNer' sconfusion. Perhaps
the most irrelevant of all the
cameos is by Kyle tv1aclachlan,
who plays Special ~ent CooUniversity of
per. He enters the film, d6es
Central Florida
some campy humor, tells the
Ca111pu.s Residents
FBI that someone is going to
die, and then disappears from
the film entirely.
:··.:·
/
Many references _are also
. .{
brought up in the course of the
movie, such as lesbianism, incest .and family security, but
they are not commented on
when necessary. But, one has
to expect loose ends in a Lynch
film, sinceheseemstothriveon
the confusion of his audience.
The film's biggest plus is
it's atmosphere. Lynch knows
how to create a mood of dread ·
and fear. He absorbs you into
the film to the point where
you will jump at every surprise. LynGh makes you care
aoout Laura Palmer, no matter how little we know about
her character. In fact, the atmosphere is creepier than
most horror films I've seen
and it made "Twin Peaks:
Fire Walk With Me" entertaining and well worth the
price of admission.
• eyal goldshmid
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ues, we folbN Laura from druguse sessioo to drug-use sessioo, from bed to bed, and yet
hoN and why she became this
way is neverfullydeveloped. It
is not like she is uncared-for
either; her best friend Donna
CMoira Kelly from "The Cutting
Edge") sees she has aproblem
and sees the only way she can
helpheris byfalling into Laura's
lifestyle, which only proves
troublesome for Donna. Then,
when we feel that Donna is
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calling with ACUS Service.

Make the connection.
For more information, call 1800 445-6063.
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The right choice.

LAST DAY TO REGISTER!
Primary Election - August 3rd
General Election - October 5th
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B-Side Movie Flops: Hyped summer films fizzle
In my last column we spoke about some of the best director, David Fincher, is not to blame. His visuas were the hippest film to come out in a long time. Guess agai1.
fims of the surrvrer. You knoo, the crean of the crop, about the most interesting thing going on i1 this too hour Saying that "COO Worid" is rrerynally entertani1g, ~
Top-Of-the-heap, Osccr contenders ... Instead, this week fiasco. Sig:>umey Wer:Ner sleepAialks through her hair- this flm fartoo much aedt. Wrth animatioo that baked ~ke
lets focus on the bottom of the l:mel, of the f}3st few less role. The male is a straight rip-off from "Terminator Saturday mcming rejects, aid octing that was awkwcrd at
rronths. So~ the bottom five movies of the summer. 2". However, "Atien 3" migit not have been so bad if we best "Cod Worid" was FlJre gcrb3ge. The
1hing
S. Christopher Columbus - The Discolery. didn'thavethefirsttwosparklingproductionstocompare alnJt the fim ~ its soondtrack. with the ikes of Davi:J
BoMe, Minisby, ~and nmyo1hers. My ad.lee, s~
\filrr.j? This CNer the top glaification of Colurrbus just against it.
seemed out of place this summer. Marlon Brando and
2. Mo' Money -This movie puved that Damon the fim, ruythe soondtrockand fayet that "Cool Wakf"
Tom Seleck who 'Here~ top billing, 'Here in the film Wayans should never'Mite his OM1 material. Vv'hat was ENer" existed in our wortJ.
• dav;d shout.erg
a total of ten minutes (maybe?). NeMxmer George billedasacornedj, wasapoortymadeaction/chasefilm.
staffwiter
Co raface puls off the role of the great explorer, but . ,:::!:~,, The only humor involved in this film was stuff we have
the movie silks around him. This film is especially
already seen on "In LMng Color" for
a~ si1ce Ridey ~·s ·1~; COil;
free. "Mo' Money" attimesisso
cem1ng the same subject, and with better •...:·::;.:::t~,·:<w":":'.o:'~
·
..:,:~:,. awkwardlythn:M'n together, that
·:·.·:·'-·:·:!=!~.;:;!.
.:;-;~-.·
buzz, is just around the c6mer.
,,,_:~l~::,.
*:M·l1J· . ::~;;}~' it is hard to VeN as a cootinuous
4. Slngle White Female - Great act- . :,~;~ ;: :,. ::::~/:ii!:).?, .....,:fW piece of work: Marton Wcry'dns
It

rem

11U/l,.

,.t·

'

18?

cirectin9...a total piece of crap! This ;1l:s::::1.;::~:::::~:t;r <Darron'sywngerbrother)isgiven
predctOOle free for al of violence, sex and
-<:::w'·
all the funny material, and Damon
pointlessness is an ilsult to auciences. The screenplay is tries to play it off as the serious straight man.
Ike somethi1g out of summer school for underachieving Forget "Mo' Money," I'm looking for mucho
fim students. It puls al the st~: attempted rape, killing refunds.
puppies, masturbation and "Thelma & Louise" for
.1. Cool World - Y~ race fans. it's
schizOphrenics. If I see another friendty gay neighbor official, "Cool Worid "clocks in as the absoclicra;ter i'l a ffm, I am g)ng to vomit
lute worst film of the summer. No other film
3
3. Ar1en -How criyooe could bok at the script and had such a slick advertising campaign, great
then stl make this movie is bE¥>nd me? Prst time trailer and awesome buzz. This looked like
ilg, geat

takes just five minutes register
with Selective Service at your
l~cal Post Office. If you 're 18
years old or older, and a male,
you have one month after your
18th birthday to register. It's
Quick. It's Easy. And it's the law.
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·HERE'S COURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN ND
ECONOMICS.
ALL.
YOU
CAN
EAT
· SPAGHETTI,
~·
GARDEN SALAD, .1.,:.•>
& BREADSTICKS

Your new home
away from home
Drop in and discover why Kinlco's is the most popular
hangout on campus.

I

$525
WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4

t Quality copy services
t Full color copies
t In-store computer rental
t Presentation materials
t Binding and finishing
t School supplies
t Resume packages

r-------------~·----1

: 3¢ late night copies
I
I

ComeintotheKinko'slisted between 10pmand6amandgetgreatcopiesatagreatprice.
Just 3¢ for self-serve, single-sided, 8112" x 11" black and wbitecopieson20lb. white bond
Oae coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Goo:i through October 31, 1992.

I
1 Open 24 hours

1 658-9518
I 12215 University Blvd.
iJAcross from UCF)
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Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~•
-- -,~~
•
It's all just $5.25. And you
don't have to be a math
•
majo( to figure out that
that's a great deal. .
ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
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WHERE ALLTHE BEST OF ITAIY Is YouRS.'
Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.
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